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Abstract

In collaborative play, young children can exhibit different
types of engagement. Some children are engaged with
other children in the play activity while others are just
looking. In this study, we investigated methods to au-
tomatically detect the children’s levels of engagement in
play settings using non-verbal vocal features. Rather than
labelling the level of engagement in an absolute manner,
as has frequently been done in previous related studies,
we designed an annotation scheme that takes the order
of children’s engagement levels into account. Taking full
advantage of the ordinal annotations, we explored the use
of SVM-based ordinal learning, i.e. ordinal regression
and ranking, and compared these to a rule-based ranking
and a classification method. We found promising perfor-
mances for the ordinal methods. Particularly, the rank-
ing method demonstrated the most robust performance
against the large variation of children and their interac-
tions.
Index Terms: children, engagement, ranking, non-verbal

1. Introduction
As a result of emerging studies on social signal process-
ing, it has become feasible to develop social robots facil-
itating social interaction between people (e.g. collabora-
tion and engagement) [1, 2], in particular, between chil-
dren [3, 4]. In small group play setting, it was observed
that children exhibit different levels and types of involve-
ment, i.e. engagement [5, 6, 7]. In order to develop a so-
cial robot that interacts with groups of children and that
can anticipate to a child’s level of engagement, we aim
to study ways to automatically detect a child’s level of
engagement in small group play settings.

Modelling of children’s social behaviours such as en-
gagement and dominance has been extensively studied in
the field of Human Robot Interaction (HRI) [4, 8] but
their detection methods relied on hand-coded features.
More importantly, in many studies, the cues or status
of the child are not considered with respect to the other
group participants but rather individually, despite the ob-
servation that group participants adjust their behaviours
to each other [9, 10].

In this paper, we aim to develop the automatic detec-
tion of engagement in groups of children in playful set-
tings which has remained unexplored so far. In contrast
to previous related studies, we argue that it is necessary
to model a child’s level of engagement relatively with
respect to the other children in the group. We propose
an annotation scheme that takes “relative levels” into ac-
count and that can be used in ordinal learning methods.
In addition, our feature extraction focuses on vocalic non-
verbal cues, which are strongly associated with social be-
haviours e.g. engagement and dominance [11, 12, 13].
Lastly, our method is based on a fine resolution to cap-
ture temporal dynamics of engagement [10].

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, re-
lated works are presented. We explain our audiovisual
corpus and annotation scheme in section 3. We define
our method and features in section 4. In section 5, re-
sults of experiments are presented, and conclusions are
addressed in section 6.

2. Related Work

Automatic analysis of children’s individual (e.g., [14])
and group behaviours have been studied before [4, 3],
but these studies are limited to the detection of engage-
ment and often rely on manual annotations. In addition,
many of the related works [4, 8] addressed classification
of absolute engagement or dominance qualifications such
as “high” and “low” and did not take the behaviours of
the other group members into account. However, it is
known that social behaviours largely rely on participants
and specific interactions or situations [9]. For instance,
[10] found variability of temporal engagement depend-
ing on the group. We believe that engagement models
should be able to express relative differences at specific
moments and identify individuals who are more or less
engaged with respect to the other members at certain mo-
ments in time. The annotation scheme and learning meth-
ods adopted in our current study reflect these properties
and will be elaborated on in the following sections.
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3. Data
3.1. Corpus of groups of children in a playful setting

For our analyses, we used a corpus containing audiovi-
sual recordings of groups of children playing with each
other [13]. In this corpus, a 3D puzzle playful activity
was used to facilitate children’s spontaneous social be-
haviours. Using cube blocks, we asked children to build
given shapes of animals together. Dutch children aged 5
- 8 (6.95 ± .95) were recruited from a primary school.
They were first clustered according to age and then as-
signed randomly to a group of three for each session.
Eight out of ten sessions were considered in our analyses
(two sessions were discarded due to technical malfunc-
tions of recording). More details about this corpus can be
found in [13].

3.2. Annotation

In our task, we employed the concept of engagement in-
corporating with verbal and non-verbal behaviours sup-
porting the perception of connection between participants
[3]. In our task, different levels of engagement are iden-
tified by observing verbal and non-verbal exchanges of
attention among a group of children. During pilot cod-
ing sessions, we provided two coders with only the de-
scription of engagement and videos. The coders were
asked to label levels of engagement in an absolute man-
ner, i.e. {low, medium, high}, it became clear that an-
notators had difficulty of labelling these classes, resulting
in poor inter-rater agreement (kappa) between two coders
(.57). Hence, we devised an annotation scheme in consid-
eration of the relative levels of engagement children ex-
hibit using the following ordinal descriptions (from low
to high level of engagement):

1 giving relatively less attention to others and getting rel-
atively less attention from others.

2a giving relatively less attention to others but getting
attention from others.

2b giving attention to others but getting relatively less
attention from others.

3 giving attention to others and getting attention from
others.

In this way, children in a group can be ordered from a
low to a high level of engagement. For our analyses, the
classes: {2a} and {2b} were equally ranked (in level of
engagement) and merged into one class {2}. Moreover,
if any differences could not be observed among the three
children, ties were allowed (e.g. {1, 1, 1}, {3, 3, 3}). In
order to annotate all the recordings, a proper size for an
annotation segment needed to be determined. In previous
work [4, 15, 12], segments of between 0.5s and 5min long
were used to predict engagement, roles, and dominance.
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Figure 1: Proportions of segments that each child is
ranked as the one with highest level of engagement.
Green=child with largest proportion, red=child with 2nd
largest proportion, blue=child with 3rd largest propor-
tion.

Through several pilot coding sessions, we concluded on
an empirical basis that 5s-long segments were suitable for
the annotators to observe various levels of engagement.
Again, without having access to any individual speech
recordings, only the videos and descriptions were given
to two annotators to code each child for level every 5s
using ELAN [16]. This labelling resulted in a total of
1571 segments and the average inter-rater agreement was
0.82 (kappa). Finally, 1171 segments agreed upon by all
annotators were used in subsequent analyses.

Results of the annotations show, as expected, that
each group of children displays different patterns of en-
gagement, see Fig. 1. We can observe that different
groups of children indeed display different behaviours of
engagement which warrants our motivation to model chil-
dren’s behaviours with respect to others in a group.

4. Method
4.1. Approach

The detection of ordinal engagement levels can be for-
mulated as classification, ordinal regression and ranking
tasks. While classification does not take orders into ac-
count, “ordinal regression” and “ranking” assign classes
in orders. More specifically, “ordinal regression” assigns
samples into ordinal intervals and predicts values of or-
dinal categories while “ranking” predicts orders between
instances [17]. One of simple forms of ranking is rule-
based ranking. Although one of participants in a group
might be less active in engagement than the others even
if the level of speaking activity is high [18], the high
level of speech activity could be still one of indicators
of engagement [19]. Based on this, a rule-based ranking
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will be our baseline BASE. On the other hand, we utilise
SVM-based learning methods which are widely applied
to automatic detection of social behaviour [20]. In par-
ticular, SVM ranking was successfully adopted in vari-
ous fields e.g. document retrieval and speech emotion
recognition [21, 22]. In summary, we will compare dif-
ferent methods: rule-based ranking (BASE), SVM classi-
fication (CLASSIFY), and SVM-based ordinal methods:
ordinal regression (REG) and ranking (RANK). Partic-
ularly, SVM ranking compares only instances in certain
restrictions, which might be effective for our tasks where
children are compared at every segment not in an entire
session. We assume that SVM ranking will result in the
best performance among all methods mainly due to this
property. To give more understanding, we explain SVM
raking in the following section.

4.2. SVM ranking

In order to learn an order of engagement between chil-
dren, we compare only feature vectors of two children
in the same constraint, q, which is the period of time in
our corpus. Let us denote feature vectors of two children:
(xi, xj) where i and j are indices of each child. Note that
pairwise feature vectors (xi − xj) are generated only in
the same period. In other words, SVM ranking does not
compare features with different periods. Next, learning
ranks can be designed as finding a function f that gener-
alises beyond the instances for query k as follows:

(xi, xj) ∈ f−→w (qk)⇐⇒ −→wΦ(qk, xi) >
−→wΦ(qk, xj)

(1)
where −→w is a weight vector learned by training and Φ is
a kernel function. Finding f is equivalent to finding −→w
that maximizes the number of the following inequalities:

∀(xi, xj) ∈ r1 : −→wΦ(q1, xi) >
−→wΦ(q1, xj)

...

∀(xi, xj) ∈ rn : −→wΦ(qn, xi) >
−→wΦ(qn, xj)

(2)

where n is the total number of queries and r is the rank
of the corresponding query. Then, we can approximate
this generalisation by introducing slack variables ξi,j,k
and minimising the upper bound

∑
ξi,j,k. Finally, we can

transform it to classification on pairwise difference vec-
tor Φ(qk, xi) − Φ(qk, xj), so the optimisation becomes
equivalent to:

−→w (Φ(qk, xi)− Φ(qk, xj)) ≥ 1− ξi,j,k (3)

In order to rank children using the trained model, we sim-
ply sort children by their scores i.e. output of function f .

4.3. Features

Data representation is often considered a key for suc-
cessful machine learning applications [23]. In this paper,

Category Features Functions
individual (8) speech (4), mean-duration

self-silence(4) SD-duration
relational (20) speaker change (4), total-duration

speaker change with overlaps (4), total-count
successful interruptions (4),
unsuccessful interruptions (4),
overlaps (4)

acoustic (36) F0 (6), energy (6), ZCR (6), mean
HNR (6), jitter (6), shimmer (6) SD

Table 1: Feature sets (number of features by functions)
for each child

we use non-verbal vocal features and acoustic features
based on previous works [11, 12, 13]. We carefully se-
lected our features and categorised them into individual
non-verbal, relational non-verbal, and acoustic features
as summarised in Table 1.

All of these features are extracted from every 5s-long
segment using each child’s voice stream [13]. First of all,
we extract each child’s speech segment using voice ac-
tivity detection from each voice stream. Then, in order
to correct errors caused by noise and channel-inferences,
we applied iterative automatic speaker identification and
manual correction. In a similar ways as [24], we used
MFCC features and Gaussian-Mixture-Model (GMM) to
detect segments of different speakers. Next, all non-
verbal features and other acoustic features are extracted
on the segments. For acoustic features, we select F0, en-
ergy, HNR, ZCR, jitter, and shimmer and their {∆, ∆∆}
by using openSMILE [25] as a representative set to clas-
sify social behaviours [20]. Then, statistical functions
and normalisation are applied. For individual and rela-
tional features, mean-duration, standard-deviation (SD)
of duration, total-duration, and total-count are applied.
For acoustic features, we simply obtained mean and SD
values of the features. Lastly, all values are scaled into
the range {0.0 - 1.0} over the entire corpus. All features
are combined at feature-level. Although a more in-depth
analysis and comparison of features would be interest-
ing, we consider this out of scope for the current paper
and leave this for future work.

Note that SVM ranking requires multiple feature vec-
tors to predict an order of their instances. Therefore, it
has feature constraints to compare instances within the
same group. As mentioned previously, the constraint is
period of time, i.e. the segment index representing “given
moments” in the range of [0, the total number of segments
for each child]. Therefore, it generates pairwise feature
vectors at every segment.

5. Experiments and Results
5.1. Setup

In this section, we present results from our experiments
by using rule-based ranking (BASE) [12], SVM classi-
fication (CLASSIFY), SVM ordinal regression (REG),
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and SVM ranking (RANK). Based on [19], we com-
posed a rule that more speech features (e.g. speech,
speaker-changes, and overlaps) indicates a higher level
of engagement for BASE. For reproduction purposes, we
used the implementation of libsvm and their extensions
[26, 27]. Parameters of each model were tuned by a
grid search for the optimal performances. For the eval-
uation, we used the normalised tau distance, which is one
of the evaluation methods for detection of ordinal cate-
gories [28]. If we calculate it for two different lists (e.g.
X1 and X2), it is defined as follows:

K(X1, X2) =
D

N(N − 1)/2
(4)

where D is the total number of discordant or swapped
pairs and N is the total number of elements in a list.
If all orders are wrong, then it becomes 1.0 while it in-
dicates 0.0 for all correct orders. Since neither REG
nor RANK predicts “ties”, we do not evaluate “ties” in
the current study. In order to test the statistical signifi-
cance of differences between the methods, we employed
a paired corrected t-test [29] (p-values are separately pro-
vided with the results). For validating robustness of
each method, we conducted two types of experiments:
session-independent and session-dependent experiments.

In session-independent experiments, we look into
the overall performances of each method using Leave-
One-Session-Out-Cross-Validation, resulting in session-
independent models (SI). In each fold, one session is used
for validation and all other sessions are used for training.
Since we have 3 children’s samples per segment, a total
of 3571 samples were used and the average number of
test samples is 438 and that of training is 3072.

In session-dependent experiments, we study the ef-
fectiveness of session-dependent models (SD) and their
intra-session variations. As a large intra-session varia-
tion of engagement was reported in [10], we expect each
child to present large intra-session variation of the lev-
els and cues. To validate the robustness of each method,
we randomly ordered our data and applied 10 fold cross-
validation for each session (totalling 10 x 8 = 80 exper-
iments for each method). Note that BASE does not dis-
tinguish SD from SI since it does not use any statistical
learning.

5.2. Results and discussion

First of all, we examined the overall performances (aver-
age over sessions) of the methods. Fig. 2 summarises
all results of the session-independent models (SI) and
session-dependent models (SD). RANK and REG out-
performed BASE and CLASSIFY significantly (p <
.0001) while CLASSIFY performed worse than BASE.
The main reason of the low performance of CLASSIFY
is that it does not model differences between instances at
a given condition or moment.
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Figure 2: Overall performances of the methods.

Moreover, RANK reduced the error rate of BASE
by nearly 14%. As BASE did not show any promis-
ing performance, the rule assuming more speech activ-
ity higher engagement turned out to be unreliable in en-
gagement detection and supports the previous findings in
[18]. Furthermore, RANK was slightly superior to REG
(p < .05). We assume that it was mainly due to feature-
constraints of RANK while REG does not have such a
constraint. These findings support our assumption that
models reflecting orders will be more suited for detection
of engagement level in a relative manner.

In addition, if a model is robust against the variation
of children, the performance of SI should be as good as
that of SD. We can observe in Fig. 2 that SD slightly out-
performed SI in only the case of CLASSIFY while SI
outperformed SD in all other cases: REG and RANK.
Since gaps of the performances between SD and SI are
not statistically significant (p < .1), our findings are not
conclusive. However, at least, SI of RANK showed the
best performance among all and the robustness against
the variation of sessions, and this is because it is able to
capture characteristics of interactions at only given mo-
ments and generalise them into the model. In the follow-
ing sections, we present results of session-independent
and dependent experiments and investigate variations of
performances of the methods in order to see the robust-
ness.

5.2.1. Session-independent experiments

Fig. 3 shows the performances of each session separately
in SI. First of all, we can observe that large variations
over sessions exist regardless of the method. Particu-
larly, CLASSIFY indicated the largest variation (.01)
while it showed the worst performance. On the other
hand, RANK showed the lowest variation (.002) com-
pared to REG (.004). We found variability of perfor-
mances depending on the session. For example, session
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Figure 3: Performances of SI models over sessions.

6 showed the best performance while session 5 showed
the worst regardless of its method. However, SVM rank-
ing modelling social behaviours as a group and consider-
ing relative differences resulted in the best performance
compared to the individual classification methods mainly
used in [4, 8].

5.2.2. Session dependent experiments

In this section, we discuss the performances of SD mod-
els and their distribution. Figure 4 contains box plots
that describe the distribution of the performances. Note
that each session has 10-fold cross-validation and we
calculated variation of the performance in each session
based on the 10 folds. RANK and REG seem to
show narrower distributions of the performance com-
pared to CLASSIFY: the average of intra-session vari-
ations are .0285, .0233, .0168, .0159 for BASE, CLAS-
SIFY, REG, and RANK, respectively. In other words,
RANK and REG achieved the most stable performance
in each session. Furthermore, we found that each ses-
sion (group) showed a different variation of performance
in a similar as the SI models did. As studied in [10, 9],
children might interact in variant ways at different period
of time. In this sense, RANK was more robust against
variant interactions compared to the other methods.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we explored automatic ordinal detection
of engagement between three children in collaborative
play settings using non-verbal vocal cues. We showed
that levels of engagement can be characterised by differ-
ences between children and that children’s individual lev-
els of engagement can be detected through ordinal learn-
ing methods. Using non-verbal vocal features, we com-
pared rule-based ranking, SVM classification, SVM or-
dinal regression and SVM ranking methods. We found
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Figure 4: Box plots displaying distribution of perfor-
mances of SD models.

that SVM-based ordinal learning, ordinal regression and
ranking, demonstrated promising results in comparison
to the other methods studied. In particular, SVM rank-
ing showed the best performance and the lowest inter and
intra-session variation. In other words, SVM ranking was
the most robust against variation of children and inter-
actions at a given period of time. As future work, we
will conduct more in-depth feature analyses and selec-
tion. Moreover, we will investigate how other aspects
such as gender, personality traits, relation to other chil-
dren, could be taken into account to advance our model.
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